
Introduction

Many AGP bus errors have arisen due to a variety of different issues, including
incompatibilities between AGP bus controllers ("chipsets") and motherboards, poorly
manufactured motherboards, and low quality memory.  These issues can cause either
video corruption or users systems to hang. As part of ATI’s initiative to provide users with
the most stable drivers in the industry, ATI’s latest CATALYST™ release includes the very
latest version of SMARTGART™. SMARTGART™, a software testing and diagnostics tool
performs a variety of bus tests and determines the optimal settings for your graphics
accelerator to ensure system stability. 

Why is SMARTGART™ needed? 

Because of the variety of the system platforms available on the market, it is extremely
difficult for the display driver to pre-determine the compatibility of an individual system,
and take the appropriate action to ensure proper transmission of the rendering commands
on the AGP bus.

Existing solutions have included workarounds such as slowing the AGP bus speed, turning
off features such as fast frame buffer writes or AGP writes. However, previous to
SMARTGART™, drivers were unable to predict problems that might occur in untested
chipsets, or in motherboards that use chipsets that were thought to be problem free, but
actually had issues as a result of manufacturing errors.  

How does SMARTGART™ work?

SMARTGART™ uses the display driver to automatically test system compatibility for the
AGP and PCI buses upon its initialization, and to dynamically setup the graphics
accelerator based on the test results.

Upon boot up, the driver first initializes the ASIC, sets up the screen resolution, and is then
able to issue graphics rendering commands and direct frame buffer access. At this point
the driver will perform a set of diagnostic tests that determines the system bus capability.
If a different setting is needed and a reboot is not required, the driver will setup the
graphics accelerator dynamically, allowing for immediate stable operation. If a different
setting is needed and a reboot is required, the driver will set the correct setting when the
system is restarted. The diagnostic tests will only be run on the system after the initial
install, or when the system configuration is changed.  
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How do I install SMARTGART™?

SMARTGART™ will only be activated if the user installs the graphics driver using the
"Setup" program provided in the driver package. The SMARTGART™ control panel will not
be included if the user installs the graphics driver using the "INF" file, or selects the driver
installation process (the "Update Driver…" option) through the Windows "Device
Manager".  

The advantage of SMARTGART™ is that the graphics accelerator settings are determined
automatically for every system, ensuring that the optimal configuration will be set for your
system.

The SMARTGART™ Control Panel

Although SMARTGART™ is fully automatic and is seamless to the user, ATI has provided a
SMARTGART™ control panel that allows users to configure a variety of graphics
accelerator settings. Using the SMARTGART™ control panel, as seen in Figure 1,
experienced users can manually tune the settings for their individual systems. The control
panel allows users to select the AGP speed, as well as turn fast writes on or off. Because
the diagnostic tests will only be run on the driver install, the control panel allows the user
to retest SMARTGART™ at any time, using the "Retest All" button. 

Figure 1

Figure 1: The SMARTGART™ control panel. 
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The "Advanced SMARTGART™" control panel as seen in Figure 2 allows advanced users to
check and configure more detailed settings. They are able to turn on, off, or retest their AGP
and PCI read and write capabilities. When a setting is turned on with the Advanced
SMARTGART™ control panel, SMARTGART™ will verify the change on the next reboot. 
If the setting is determined to be unstable SMARTGART™ will leave the setting disabled.
The Advanced SMARTGART™ control panel can be accessed through the Windows Start
button, followed by the "Run…" option on the menu and entering the command
"SMARTGART". 

Figure 2

What’s the difference between AGP and PCI?

The main difference between AGP (Accelerated Graphics Port) and PCI (Peripheral
Component Interconnect) is that AGP provides the graphics accelerator with a designated
direct connection to the CPU (Central Processor Unit) and the memory found on the
motherboard of your system. The PCI bus on the other hand acts as the main connection
between most of the other components of your computer. These components could
include your graphics accelerator, your printer, or sound card.  

Although the AGP port is used in most cases for transferring data between the graphics
accelerator and the CPU or system memory, a few operations still do make use of the PCI
bus as well. That is why it is important that SMARTGART™ tests and automatically
configures both the AGP and PCI settings to the most stable states.

Figure 2: The Advanced SMARTGART™ control panel
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Features of the SMARTGART™ and Advanced
SMARTGART™ control panel

AGP Speed
The possible AGP speeds are dependent on your motherboard chipset. The AGP speed just
represents the rate at which data can be transferred across the AGP bus.  For example, an
AGP 8X bus is capable of transferring about 2 Giga Bytes of data/second, whereas an AGP
4X bus is only capable of transferring about 1 Giga Byte of data/second

AGP Fast Writes
Fast writes allow the CPU to transfer graphics data directly to the graphics accelerator.
Fast writes can be used to transfer such data as 2D operations, graphics data, or 
textures.  Fast writes are disabled for many chipsets, as they are not capable of supporting
this feature.  There are also quite a few chipsets that claim support for fast writes, but in
reality they are incompatible with the majority of available graphics accelerators.  

AGP Writes
Allows the user to turn AGP writes on or off. AGP writes allow the graphics accelerator to
write directly to the system’s main memory (located on the motherboard).  AGP writes can
be used to store graphics data in the system’s main memory saving valuable graphics
memory for other data.  But as the frame buffer size of graphics accelerators has increased,
the need to transfer textures from the graphics accelerator’s memory to the system’s main
memory has reduced significantly.  Unfortunately some chipsets are not able to support
AGP writes with a consistent level of stability, and must be disabled as a result.

AGP Reads
Allows the user to turn AGP reads on or off. AGP reads allow the graphics accelerator to
read graphics data directly from the system’s main memory (located on the motherboard).
AGP reads are the most frequently used AGP command, as textures must always initially be
transferred from the system’s main memory to the graphics accelerator’s memory.  Some
chipsets unfortunately cannot support AGP reads with a consistent level of stability, and
must be disabled as a result.  

PCI Writes
Allows the user to turn PCI writes on or off. Unlike AGP writes, PCI writes are not limited to
just the graphics accelerator. Devices within the system such as a network card, sound card
or graphics accelerator write data to system’s main memory using PCI writes. Many devices
either have no a very little internal memory, so it is very important that they have the ability
to store data within the system’s main memory. Some chipsets unfortunately cannot
support PCI writes with a consistent level of stability.  

PCI Reads
Allows the user to turn PCI reads on or off. Unlike AGP reads, PCI reads are not limited to
just the graphics accelerator. Devices within the system such as a network card, sound card
or graphics accelerator read data from the system’s main memory using PCI reads. Some
chipsets unfortunately cannot support PCI reads with a consistent level of stability.  

Retest All
Retests all SMARTGART™ settings.

Basic AGP Settings
Brings up the SMARTGART™ Control Panel, when the user is using the Advanced
SMARTGART Control Panel.



Note 

1. SMARTGART will not let you set your AGP or PCI configurations to a setting that
leaves your system unstable.  So if your settings have not taken effect after you’ve
manually changed some of the SMARTGART settings, it is because you’ve
configured your system to an unstable state.    

2. SMARTGART does not actually disable any AGP functionality in your hardware, it
only instructs the ATI CATALYST driver not to use a specific AGP function if that
specific AGP function hasn’t passed the SMARTGART diagnostics test.

Conclusion 

SMARTGART™ automatically configures your graphics device to the optimal setting,
ensuring users will almost never experience visual artifacts or system crashes as a result of
AGP compatibility issues again.

SMARTGART™ Errata 

Problems can arise if the user enables a secondary graphics accelerator after the
operating system has loaded. The problem exists because the secondary graphics card is
enabled after the SMARTGART™ diagnostics tests have been run. To ensure system
stability the user should reboot the computer after the secondary graphics accelerator is
enabled so that both graphics accelerators can be tested with SMARTGART™. 
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